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Wastewaters resulting from paper mills have high organic loading that in most cases exceeds the maximum
limits allowed for their discharge in the aquatic environment. In the context of concerns regarding the
sustainable development of water resources, the identification of solutions for the optimal management of
effluent treatment is a challenge of the modern society. This paper depicts the biological treatability of
wastewaters resulting from the manufacturing of recycled paper and discusses their effect on the biological
process after their admission in the municipal wastewater treatment plant. The Symons criterion and the
Zahn-Wellens method were employed in order to study the biodegradability of organic substances as they
are useful tools for prefiguring the behaviour of wastewaters during the secondary treatment step.
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Paper mills are often located on the industrial platforms
in urban agglomerations and have the opportunity to use
the municipal wastewater treatment facilities, provided
that the removal efficiencies of pollutants are comparable
to that of the municipal wastewater [1].
The coagulation of non-settleable colloidal solids and
the stabilization of organic matter from wastewaters are
accomplished biologically using a variety of
microorganisms (bacteria). After the bacterial metabolism,
the substances and the nutrients from wastewaters are
converted to cellular components, energy and non-toxic
degradation product (CO2, H2O, CH4 and other), by physical
and biochemical treatment processes. [2-4].
The biological treatability of wastewaters may be
defined as the ability of organic matter to be degraded,
correlated to the ability of biomass to decompose it during
the process [5].
Symons criterion expresses the treatability of
wastewaters by means of the BOD5/COD (R) ratio. For R =
0.5 … 1.0 wastewater has a good treatability and for R =
0.1...0.2, wastewater is hardly treated biologically or it
contains toxic substances. Between these values,
respectively for R = 0.2... 0.5, the bacterial population needs
to be adjusted to the composition and concentration of the
wastewater as it concerns an average biological treatability
[6-8].
Another method used for the analysis of the biological
treatability is the Zahn-Wellens method. This method
allows the determination of the degree of maximum
biodegradation of water soluble organic compounds
present in a certain concentration, under the action of
aerobic microorganisms and during a testing period
previously established [9].
This paper focuses on establishing the effect of the
effluent resulting from a paper mill that uses paper wastes
without deinking on the biological process from a
municipal wastewater treatment plant.
Wastewater from paper industry are characterised by
high flow rates and different loads of suspended matter,
organic substances, nitrogen compounds and other
contaminants specific to the additives used in the
manufacturing process [10]. When such wastewaters with
high organic content are insufficiently treated and
discharged, their biological stabilisation may lead to the

depletion of natural oxygen resources and to the
development of septic conditions [11,12].
Water is an integral part of the national heritage. The
protection, improvement and sustainable development of
water resources are actions of national interest. The
advanced state of pollution of numerous water bodies
endangers their safe use and raises an issue of particular
topicality worldwide, namely the protection of water
resources quality [13].
Experimental part
The evaluation of biological treatability of wastewaters
was accomplished by two methods, namely the
determination of the Symons criterion and the ZahnWellens method. For this purpose, the following types of
wastewater were sampled and analysed [9,14,15]:
- wastewater discharged from paper manufacturing
(EPM);
- the influent of the municipal wastewater treatment
plant that does not contain the effluent from the paper mill
(IWTP);
- a mixture (A) consisting of paper mill effluent (EPM)
and sewage wastewater (IWTP) 1:30 (v:v) (according to
the ratio between the water flows of each category of
wastewater).
The Zahn-Wellens method is conducted usually for a
time period of 28 days. The tested wastewater is the only
source of carbon and energy for the microorganisms; the
wastewater sample and the microorganisms are inserted
into an inorganic synthetic medium.
Parallel with the wastewater, a benchmark (which has
a similar behaviour) and a blank (for the control of the
activity of the activated sludge) are monitored. If the organic
pollutants from the wastewater are susceptible to be
removed through an abiotic process, mainly air stripping, a
control installation containing synthetic medium,
wastewater to be treated and a toxic substance for the
inhibition of the bacterial activity is prepared for abiotic
removal. The samples are kept under continuous stirring
and aeration on the entire testing period.
The blank control is free of the test substance and
consisted of a mixture containing the non-volatile and water
soluble test substance, mineral nutrients and a relatively
large amount of activated sludge in aqueous medium
which is agitated and aerated at 20-25°C in the dark or in
diffuse light, for up to 28 days.
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Results and discussions
In order to evaluate the biological treatability of
wastewaters by means of the Symons criterion, several
sampling campaigns (7 campaigns) were conducted and
the results of the quality indicators are shown in table 1.
Starting from the analysis of the data shown in the
following diagram (fig. 1), one may observe that the
organic pollutants from the effluents resulting from the
paper mill are in a great measure biodegradable and the
average of BOD5/COD ratio ranges between 1/2 and 1/3.
This leads to the increase of the biological treatability of
the wastewater mixture and facilitates the secondary
treatment process within the municipal wastewater
treatment plant.
The results allow establishing the direction of the
increase of the biological treatability of the wastewater as
follows:

was monitored daily during the experiments. The
benchmark substance used in parallel with the tested
wastewaters was aniline.
The results allowed the computation of the removal
percentage for organic matter from wastewaters and the
graphical representation of the degradation curves specific
to each sample is depicted (figs. 2-4).
For determining the degree of maximum degradation,
the values of COD at the beginning and at the end of the
Zahn-Wellens test were taken into consideration (table 2)
and the resulting values led to the characterisation of the
wastewaters as follows:
-the effluent from the paper mill (EPM) is biologically
treatable and the degree of maximum degradation is higher
than 80%;
-the influent of the municipal wastewater treatment
plant that does not contain the effluent from the paper mill
(IWTP) is considered to be biologically treatable as its
degree of maximum degradation is close to the threshold
of 80%;
-the mixture A consisting of paper mill effluent (EPM)
and sewage wastewater (IWTP) is also considered
biologically treatable as the degree of maximum
degradation is around 80%, however it has a few per cent
over EPM.
According to the results of the experimental study, in
order to compare the ability of the organic matter to be
degraded, the three types of wastewater may be organised
as follows:

In order to determine the biological treatability of the
wastewaters using the Zahn-Wellens method, a series of
three tests was conducted and the variation of the COD

As one may notice, the information regarding the
biological treatability of wastewaters obtained using the
indirect method that is the Symons criterion is rigorously

Chemical oxygen demand (COD) is analysed at the
beginning and at the end of the test and at three regular
time intervals. The treatability of the tested wastewater
corresponds to the decrease of COD and is expressed as
percentage of COD removal.
The degree of maximum degradation is defined as the
value from which no essential change of the level of
degradation is observed during the test. The test is
considered completed when the degradation degree is
constant and reaches values higher than 80% earlier than
28 days.

Table 1
THE BOD5/COD RATIO REGARDING THE BIOLOGICAL TREATABILITY OF THE WASTEWATER

Fig. 1. The variation of the BOD/COD ratio for the analysed types
of wastewater for all 7 sampling campaigns and each type of
wastewater analyzed
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Fig. 2. The degradation curves for the organic substances
present in wastewater

Table 2
THE DEGREE OF MAXIMUM DEGRADATION OF
THE ORGANIC SUBSTANCES FROM WASTEWATER

supported by the specific Zahn-Wellens test, based on the
monitoring of the degradation of organic compounds.
Conclusions
Wastewaters resulting from paper mills are
characterised by high contents of organic substances so
that their secondary treatment is required, preferably
aerobic biological treatment. The selection of the optimum
technological solution is affected by the initial
concentration of pollutants, by the characteristics of the
wastewater (the biological treatability) and by the removal
efficiency required so that the effluent meets the limits
provided for the discharge in the receptor.
The organic substances present in the wastewaters
resulting from paper mills are biodegradable in high
proportion, leading to the classification of the effluent as
easily treated biologically. These wastewaters may be
treated by means of biological processes with good removal
efficiencies and the degree of maximum degradation for
organic substances determined through the classical ZahnWellens method is over 80%.
Although the organic substances exceed by far the limits
provided by the specific legislation regarding their discharge
in the municipal sewer, the present study proved that the
discharge of wastewaters resulting from paper mills has a
positive effect on the biological process employed within
the secondary treatment step by enhancing the biological
treatability of wastewater mixture.
2390

In the context of the issues regarding the demand of an
adequate wastewater treatment in order to ensure the
protection of the quality of water resources and of human
health, it is essential that the environmental engineer
understands the characteristics of process to ensure its
effective control. The Symons criterion and the ZahnWellens method enable the evaluation of the
biodegradability of the organic pollutants providing the
possibility of some estimation regarding the biological
treatability of wastewaters and their behaviour in the
wastewater treatment processes.
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